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Introduction 
Telepod is an automaton designed to streamline the lifecycle of an iOS device. Under the remote 
monitoring of the IT support and without recourse to iCloud, a new iOS device can be restored 
from the backup of a device acting as a model or from the backup of a device that needs to be 
replaced. Telepod can also be implemented as part of an MDM switching project requiring 
migrated devices to retain their Automated Device Enrollment configuration.


The actions applied on the device are driven by highly customizable workflows. The workflows are 
launched from an assistant made available for the IT Support and the end users in the Self 
Service of a Mac enrolled in a Mobile Device Management (MDM) solution.


Three workflows are currently implemented :


• Replacement with two main use cases :


	 - Device swiching : 
	 	 a current device is replaced by a new device, managed by the current MDM

	 - MDM switching : 
	 	 a current device is replaced by a new device, managed by the new MDM


• Setup : a new device is set up from the backup of another device acting as a model


• Backup : a device acting as a model is backed up, so other new devices can be set up


Data is transferred locally over a wired connexion, therefore iCloud is not involved.


Backups can be stored centrally in a distribution point so there are available world-wide.


After being restored with the backup of a model or a previous device, devices can be enrolled in 
the MDM using Automated Device Enrollment or Device Enrollment. For an enrollment using 
Automated Device Enrollment, the new device must be provisioned in Apple Business Manager or 
Apple School Manager before the workflow is launched. For an enrollment using Device 
Enrollment, the new device can be enrolled using an Apple Configurator URL, an Enrollment 
Profile or an Enrollment URL.


An MDM switching involves a transition of the data between two different devices, so that the 
MDM enrollment settings of the current device are not restored on the new device. This transition 
allows the new device restored with the data from the previous one to be enrolled in the new 
MDM via Automated Device Enrollment.


The fact that Telepod is run on a Mac from an MDM does not imply that the new device must be 
enrolled in an MDM or the same MDM as the Mac.


During a workflow of type Replacement or Setup, the user can be prompted to define inventory 
values according to the capacities of the MDM involved. In the context of a workflow of type 
Replacement, these values can be copied from the inventory of the current device to the inventory 
of the new device.
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References 

Before reading this documentation, please consult the following references.


• Introduction


https://www.agnosys.com/services/telepod-en/


• Management solutions support


https://www.agnosys.com/services/telepod-management-solutions-support-en/


• Capacities


https://www.agnosys.com/services/telepod-capacities-en/


• Offers and pricing


https://www.agnosys.com/services/telepod-offers-en/


Terminology 

In this guide, the word "AxM" refers both to Apple Business Manager or Apple School Manager.
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Synopsis 

Resources overview 
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The Telepod-App package contains only an app titled "Telepod.app" installed in the Applications 
Folder. This app embeds the Telepod-Core package. Its purpose is to execute Telepod after 
entering the credentials of a user with administrative privileges. The app is aimed to be used when 
the MDM does not offer to execute easily, reliably and without delay the installation of a package 
on-demand, with an execution frequency of type ongoing. Refer to the chapter "Known issues 
and limitations" for the list of the involved MDMs.


However, the app can be used with any supported MDM. So deploying the Telepod-App package 
instead of the Telepod-Core package is always an option when the users of Telepod have 
administrative privileges on their computer.


Step Chapter in this document

Get a Telepod License Key

Software requirements

Download the Telepod-Core Package

Download the Telepod-App Package

Download the Telepod-Toolkit Package

Install the Packages app

Install a Property List editor

Install the Telepod-Toolkit Telepod Toolkit installation

Create the encryption keys Encryption keys creation

Customize the Telepod configuration file

Telepod configuration files editionCreate other Telepod configuration files if necessary

Convert Telepod configuration files to Custom 
configuration profiles

Build (and sign) the Telepod-Content package Telepod Content building

Provision the MDM with required configuration profiles Configuration profiles requirements

Provision the MDM for Telepod
Provisioning MDM

Execute Telepod

Enable logging and display logs Troubleshooting
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Known issues and limitations 
This page is the source of truth for the known issues and limitations of Telepod.


The informations below surpass the informations found in the software and its documentation, 
including this Integration Guide, the Telepod Dictionary and the release notes.


Apple Profile Manager 

This MDM does not offer a way to execute Telepod on demand nor install packages.


Two alternatives are offered.


If the user has administrative privileges on the computer, Telepod can be executed as an 
application embedded in the Telepod-App package, installed with the Telepod-Content package 
locally or remotely (e.g. Apple Remote Desktop), while the Custom configuration profile is 
distributed from the MDM.


If you run a Munki instance alongside this MDM, an alternative is to distribute the Telepod-
Content and the Telepod-Core packages from this solution, while the Custom configuration profile 
is distributed from the MDM.


Jamf School 

Jamf School Self Service does not offer a way to execute Telepod on demand.


A support request has been submitted (121823). A package can be installed or uninstalled but 
cannot be installed with an execution frequency of type ongoing. To help solve this issue, please 
vote for this Jamf Nation feature request : https://ideas.jamf.com/ideas/JN-I-26394


Two alternatives are offered.


If the user has administrative privileges on the computer, Telepod can be executed as an 
application embedded in the Telepod-App package and distributed from the MDM, alongside the 
Telepod-Content package and the Custom configuration profile. This guide depicts this 
integration.


If you run a Munki instance alongside Jamf School, the other alternative is to distribute the 
Telepod-Content and the Telepod-Core packages from this solution, while the Custom 
configuration profile is distributed from the MDM.
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JumpCloud 

JumpCloud does not offer a way to execute Telepod on demand.


Two alternatives are offered.


If the user has administrative privileges on the computer, Telepod can be executed as an 
application embedded in the Telepod-App package and distributed from the MDM, alongside the 
Telepod-Content package and the Custom configuration profile. This guide depicts this 
integration.


If you run a Munki instance alongside JumpCloud, an alternative is to distribute the Telepod-
Content and the Telepod-Core packages from this solution, while the Custom configuration profile 
is distributed from the MDM.


Microsoft Intune 

Microsoft Company Portal does not offer a reliable way to execute Telepod on demand.


A support request has been submitted (33233176) but the delay observed between two possible 
executions is considered as the expected behaviour. To help solve this issue, please vote for this 
feature request : https://feedbackportal.microsoft.com/feedback/idea/f6f50e22-dd62-ed11-
a81b-000d3a045ff7


Two alternatives are offered.


If the user has administrative privileges on the computer, Telepod can be executed as an 
application embedded in the Telepod-App package and distributed from the MDM, alongside the 
Telepod-Content package and the Custom configuration profile. This guide depicts this 
integration.


If you run a Munki instance alongside Microsoft Intune, the other alternative is to distribute the 
Telepod-Content and the Telepod-Core packages from this solution, while the Custom 
configuration profile is distributed from the MDM.


Miradore 

Miradore does not offer a way to execute Telepod on demand.


Two alternatives are offered.


If the user has administrative privileges on the computer, Telepod can be executed as an 
application embedded in the Telepod-App package and distributed from the MDM, alongside the 
Telepod-Content package and the Custom configuration profile. This guide depicts this 
integration.
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If you run a Munki instance alongside Miradore, an alternative is to distribute the Telepod-Content 
and the Telepod-Core packages from this solution, while the Custom configuration profile is 
distributed from the MDM.
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Software requirements 
macOS and Apple Configurator 

Telepod requires macOS 10.15.6 and later.


Apple Configurator 2 must be deployed on the Mac prior the execution of Telepod as it embeds 
the cfgutil command line tool. No user interaction with Apple Configurator 2 is required.


Telepod packages 

Download (only) the following packages from this URL :


https://www.dropbox.com/sh/c4n186xdarw4ek8/AABbqmk2YFTFGbI2qsBEF3s-a?dl=0


- Telepod-App-version.pkg


- Telepod-Core-version.pkg


- Telepod-Toolkit-version.pkg


Warning : Do not install Telepod-App and Telepod-Core on your computer.


The installation of Telepod-Toolkit is described in the "Telepod Toolkit installation" chapter.


Telepod requires a license key provided by Agnosys or your integrator.


Packaging editor 

Download and install the "Packages" app (free) from this URL :


http://s.sudre.free.fr/Software/Packages/about.html


Property List editor 

This documentation refers to the "PLIST Editor" app available on the Mac App Store :


https://apps.apple.com/app/plist-editor/id1157491961


You can use the Property List editor of your choice (e.g. Xcode).
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VMware Workspace ONE Admin Assistant 

If the MDM solution is VMware Workspace ONE and the Telepod-Content package cannot 
eventually be signed, download and install this tool :


Workspace ONE Admin Assistant

https://getwsone.com/AdminAssistant/VMwareWorkspaceONEAdminAssistant.dmg


Automated Device Enrollment 

If the device must be enrolled in an MDM using Automated Device Enrollment, it must be 
provisioned for this enrollment method in AxM and the MDM. Using Telepod does not replace nor 
interfere with that process.
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Telepod Toolkit installation 
Double-click on Telepod-Toolkit-version.pkg




Enter your administrator password when prompted. 


The "Telepod-Toolkit" folder is created in /Users/Shared. It contains the following subfolders :

- telepod_configs

- telepod_content

- telepod_library

- telepod_secrets


Move the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder in a location in your home folder that only you can access.


Do not modify the content of the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder unless instructed to do so for specific 
items.
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Encryption keys creation 
Sensitive informations in a Telepod Property List are protected from direct observation using a 
RSA encryption method :

- a private / public key pair is created with the "telepod_rsa_keygen" script

- the private key is automatically embedded in the Telepod-Content package

- the public key is used when encrypting a string with the "telepod_rsa_engine" script.





Open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder.


Open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder.


Execute the "telepod_rsa_keygen" script (double-click on the .command file).


The script is aimed to be executed only once because the private / public key pair must be static 
for the whole Telepod integration lifetime.




The private / public key pair is created at the following path :

Telepod-Toolkit > telepod_secrets > telepod_rsa_key.pri and telepod_rsa_key.pub
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If you delete the private key at this path, execute the script again. It will generate another private / 
public key pair with the consequence that you will have to :

- re-encrypt all the sensitive strings

- generate a new Telepod-Content package.


The private key is automatically copied at the following path :

Telepod-Toolkit > telepod_content > Content > telepod_rsa_key.pri


If you delete the private key at this path, execute the script again. It will copy again the existing 
private key.
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Telepod configuration files edition 
The Telepod configuration file contains a set of mandatory and optional keys that dictates the 
functioning of Telepod.


The Telepod configuration file(s) must be converted to Custom configuration profile(s) and 
deployed via the MDM as such.


Access to the configuration file templates 




Open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder.


Open the "telepod_configs" subfolder.


Open the "configs_plists" subfolder.


The "config_1.plist" property list is the main configuration file. It contains the keys that are 
common to all the workflows it embeds.


Open the "templates" subfolder.


Each template contains the keys expected for a Replacement, Setup or Backup workflow.


To build a functional configuration file :

- open your favorite Property List editor

- open one of the template

- open the WORKFLOWS array

- select the Dictionary only and copy it

- open the "config_1.plist" file

- open the WORKFLOWS array

- paste the Dictionary inside the WORKFLOWS array.
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Check the structure of the "config_1.plist" file that must match the above screenshot.


Multiple templates can be copied into the main configuration file to provide multiple workflows.


When multiple workflows are offered, the order of the Dictionaries in the WORKFLOWS array 
determines the order of the workflows in the workflow selector.


Reference for keys 

Please consult the "Telepod_Dictionary" table to learn how to edit a configuration file.


All keys are important so it is recommended to take the time to read the table completely.


Some keys require extra informations that are detailed in this section.


License key 




Paste the Telepod license key in the LICENSE key.


The license key is a one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters.


Telepod Setup and Telepod Switch licenses can both offer to execute a workflow of type Setup or 
of type Backup. 
 
A Telepod Switch license is required to offer a workflow of type replacement.
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Cisco Meraki SM : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is Cisco Meraki Systems Manager.


First create a new API Key that will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Go to Organization > Configure > Settings > Dashboard API access. Select "Enable access to the 
Cisco Meraki Dashboard API" and click on "Save Changes".


Click on your account (email address) displayed in the upper right corner and select "My profile". 
In the API access section, click on "Generate new API key". Copy the API Key that is displayed 
only once, select "I have stored my new API key" and click on "Done".


Follow these instructions :

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the API Key

- the API Key is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted API Key (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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Hexnode UEM : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is Hexnode UEM.


Go to Admin > API > Configure API. Click on "Enable".


Click on the padlock to reveal the API Key.


Copy the API Key displayed (exactly) then follow these instructions :

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the API Key

- the API Key is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted API Key (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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Jamf Pro : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is Jamf Pro.


First create a new Jamf Pro User Account that will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


This account requires the following set of privileges :


	 - Jamf Pro Server Objects


	 	 - Mobile Device Extension Attributes : Read


	 	 - Mobile Devices : Read - Update


	 	 - Users : Update


Warning : Omitting the Users - Update privilege prevents the update of the device inventory.


If you want to authorize Telepod to make an API call to remotely wipe the current device after the 
new device is enrolled, the account must have these supplemental privileges :


	 - Jamf Pro Server Objects


	 	 - Mobile Devices : Create


	 - Jamf Pro Server Actions


	 	 - Send Mobile Device Remote Wipe Command


If you want to authorize Telepod to make an API call to remotely unenroll the current device after 
the new device is enrolled, the account must have these supplemental privileges :


	 - Jamf Pro Server Objects


	 	 - Mobile Devices : Create


	 - Jamf Pro Server Actions


	 	 - Unmanage Mobile Devices


All computer attributes specified in the configuration file should be created manually before 
Telepod is deployed. However, Telepod can create these attributes when detected as missing if 
the account has these supplemental privileges :


	 - Jamf Pro Server Objects


	 	 - Mobile Device Extension Attributes : Create
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If you want to authorize Telepod to retrieve the buildings, the departments and the sites to 
dynamically populate the menus planned in the EXTRA_INPUT_MENUS key, the account must 
have these supplemental privileges :


	 - Jamf Pro Server Objects


	 	 - Buildings : Read


	 	 - Departments : Read


	 	 - Sites : Read	 


Concatenate in one string the username and the password of this account, separated by the 
character : (colon), then follow these instructions :

- copy the concatenated string (exactly)

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the concatenated string

- the concatenated string is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted concatenated string (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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Jamf School : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is Jamf School.


First create a new API Key that will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Go to School > Settings > API. Click on "Add API Key" and enter "Telepod" in the "Name" field. 
Select the two access rights "Read" and "Add". Unselect the two access rights "Edit" and 
"Delete". Click on "Apply".


Go to School > Devices > Enroll Device(s) > On-device enrollment and note the Network ID.


Concatenate in one string the Network ID and the API Key, separated by the character : (colon), 
then follow these instructions :

- copy the concatenated string (exactly)

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the concatenated string

- the concatenated string is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted concatenated string (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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JumpCloud : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is JumpCloud.


First create a new JumpCloud Administrator account whose API Key will be used by Telepod to 
make API calls.


Go to Account > Administrators and create a new account with the "manager" role.


Connect to JumpCloud console with this new administrator account.


Go to Account > API Settings.


Copy the "API Key" displayed (exactly) then follow these instructions :

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the API Key

- the API Key is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted API Key (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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Microsoft Intune : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is Microsoft Intune.


The key will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Create a new text document with 3 lines :

- Tenant domain :

- Application (client) ID :

- Client secret value : 


Connect to Azure Active Directory admin center.





Click on "Azure Active Directory" > "Custom domain names".


Copy / paste the name including the extension ".onmicrosoft.com" in the text document for the 
value "Tenant domain".





Click on "Azure Active Directory" > "App registrations".


Click on "New registration".
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Enter a name for the application.


Select "Accounts in this organizational directory only (Company only - Single tenant)".


Click on "Register".


In the "App registrations" pane, click on the name of the application created.





Copy / paste the Application (client) ID in the text document.
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Click on "Certificates & secrets" then click on "New client secret".


Enter a description and select a life time.


Click on "Add".





You will see this information only once.


Click on the "Copy" button right to the "Value" field and paste the value in the text document.


Click on "API permissions".
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Click on "Microsoft Graph (1)".





Click on "Application permissions".




Select the API permission "DeviceManagementManagedDevices.ReadWrite.All".


If you want to authorize Telepod to make an API call to remotely wipe the current device after the 
new device is enrolled or to remotely unenroll the current device after the new device is enrolled, 
the API permission "DeviceManagementManagedDevices.PrivilegedOperations.All" must be 
selected.
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Click on "Update permissions".





Click on "Grant admin consent for Agnosys". In the message "Grant admin consent confirmation", 
click on "Yes".


Check that the "Type" of the permission(s) added is "Application".





Concatenate the 3 values separated with commas then follow these instructions :

- copy the concatenated string (exactly)

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the concatenated string




- the concatenated string is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted concatenated string (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).
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Paste the encrypted password in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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Miradore : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is Miradore.


First create a new API key that will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Go to System > Infrastructure diagram > Site > API > Create key.


Step 1 of 3: Enter a descriptive name for the API key :

Name : Telepod

Click on "Next".


Step 2 of 3: Confirm to create

Copy the displayed API key then click on "Create key".


Follow these instructions :

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the API key

- the API key is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted API key (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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Mosyle Business : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is Mosyle Business.


The key will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Create a new text document with 3 lines :

- Service account email :

- Service account password :

- Access Token :


First create a new administrator account.


Go to Organization > Users and Groups  > Administrators. Click "Add Administrator". Enter a 
Name, a User ID, an Email and set a Password. Select the Account type "Administrator". Click on 
"View Advanced Options" and check "Limit user permissions". Click on "Select".


Click on "New Role". Define the new role :

- Name : Telepod Role

- Organization > Integrations :

	 - API Integration : View - Create


All other privileges should be disabled.


Click on "Save". Back to the "Role Selector", click on "Telepod Role". Check that the new 
administrator account is limited to the "Telepod Role". Click on "Save".


Add the Service account email and the Service account password to the text document.


Go to Organization > Integrations > Mosyle API Integration. Click on "Add new token" and enter 
"Telepod Token" in the "Profile name" field. Select "Public" for the "Access Method". Unselect 
"Allow all current and future endpoints" then select only "Devices". Click on "Save".


In the API Information pane, copy the "Access Token" displayed (exactly).


Paste the Access Token in the text document.


Concatenate the 3 values separated with commas then follow these instructions :

- copy the concatenated string (exactly)

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the concatenated string

- the concatenated string is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted concatenated string (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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Mosyle Manager : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is Mosyle Manager.


First enable the API Integration that will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Go to My School > Integrations > API Integration. Enable "API Integration". Click on Access 
Method > Edit, select "Public" and click on "Save".


Copy the "Access Token" displayed (exactly) then follow these instructions :

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the Access Token

- the Access Token is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted Access Token (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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SimpleMDM : APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is SimpleMDM.


First create a new API Key that will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Go to Account > API. Click on "Add API Key" and enter "Telepod" in the "Name" field.


Select the following permissions :


	 - Custom Attributes : Write


	 - Devices : Write


All other permissions should be set to "None".


Click on "Save".


Click on Secret Access Key > Reveal.


Copy the "Secret Access Key" displayed (exactly) then follow these instructions :

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the Secret Access Key

- the Secret Access Key is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted Secret Access Key (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).


Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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VMware Workspace ONE - OAuth authentication : 
APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is VMware Workspace ONE and the 
authentication mechanism is OAuth2 (recommended).


The key will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Create a new text document with 4 lines :

- Token URL :

- Client ID :

- Client Secret :


To define the Token URL, please consult this article : https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-
Workspace-ONE-UEM/services/UEM_ConsoleBasics/GUID-
UsingUEMFunctionalityWithRESTAPI.html


Create a new role with limited API privileges.


Go to Accounts > Administrators > Roles.


Click on "Add Role".





Enter a specific name like "Telepod" and a description, then in the "Categories" sidebar, select All 
> API > REST.
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The role requires the following set of privileges :


	 - Custom Attributes > Details


	 	 - Edit — Rest API Custom Attributes Write


	 	 - Read — Rest API Custom Attributes Read


	 - Devices > Details


	 	 - Edit — REST API Devices Execute


	 	 - Edit — REST API Devices Delete


	 	 - Read — REST API Devices Read


Click on "Save".


Go to Groups & Settings > Configurations > OAuth Client Management.


Click on "Add".





Enter a name and a description. Select the Organization Group that encompasses the devices 
that are to be installed with Telepod then select the "Telepod" role. Click on "Save".
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Copy both the Client ID and the Client Secret in the text document then click on "Close".





Concatenate the 3 values separated with commas then follow these instructions :

- copy the concatenated string (exactly)

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the concatenated string




- the concatenated string is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted concatenated string (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).
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Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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VMware Workspace ONE - Basic authentication : 
APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key 

This section only applies if the management solution is VMware Workspace ONE and the 
authentication mechanism is Basic (not recommended).


The key will be used by Telepod to make API calls.


Create a new text document with 3 lines :

- Username :

- Password :

- API Key :


First create a new role with limited API privileges.


Go to Accounts > Administrators > Roles.


Click on "Add Role".





Enter a specific name like "Telepod" and a description, then in the "Categories" sidebar, select All 
> API > REST.
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The role requires the following set of privileges :


	 - Custom Attributes > Details


	 	 - Edit — Rest API Custom Attributes Write


	 	 - Read — Rest API Custom Attributes Read


	 - Devices > Details


	 	 - Edit — REST API Devices Execute


	 	 - Edit — REST API Devices Delete


	 	 - Read — REST API Devices Read


Click on "Save".


Then create a new Workspace ONE Administrator account that will be used by Telepod to make 
API calls.


Go to Accounts > Administrators > List View.


Click on "Add" > "Add Admin".


Select "Basic" then click on "Next".
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Fill in the required fields.


Complete the text document with the chosen username and password.


Click on "Next".
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Select the Organization Group that encompasses the devices that are to be installed with Telepod, 
followed by the "Telepod" role.


Click on "Next".


On the pane "3 Details", click on "Next".
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Disable "Two Factor Authentication". For "Message Type", select "None". For "Authentication", 
select "User Credentials". Click on "Save".


Go to Groups & Settings > All Settings > System > Advanced > API > Rest API.
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Identify the service named "AirWatchAPI" with the Account Type "Admin".


Copy the API Key and paste it in the text document.





Concatenate the 3 values separated with commas then follow these instructions :

- copy the concatenated string (exactly)

- open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder

- open the "telepod_secrets" subfolder

- execute the "telepod_rsa_engine" script (double-click on the .command file)

- paste the concatenated string




- the concatenated string is encrypted, displayed and then decrypted for sanity check

- copy the encrypted concatenated string (one-line string ending exactly with two "=" characters).
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Paste the encrypted value in the APIAUTHENTICATIONSTRING key.
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Supervision identities and Supervision certificates 

Supervision gives organizations greater control over the devices that they own. Once a device is 
supervised, additional configurations can be applied.


• About Supervision 

Supervision and management are two different concepts that should not be confused. A device is 
"managed" once enrolled in an MDM. A device can be neither supervised nor managed, only 
supervised, only managed, or both supervised and managed.


Organizations generally want their devices to be at least supervised and, if an MDM is available, 
to be supervised and managed. The process for supervising a device depends on the type of 
enrollment planned.


In the context of Device Enrollment, devices must be supervised over a wired connection using an 
additional tool. In the context of Automated Device Enrollment, devices running iOS 13 and later 
are forcibly supervised upon their over-the-air enrollment.


Telepod is able to supervise a device enrolled with Device Enrollment given that the workflow is 
configured with a Supervision identity or a Supervision certificate, the first being superior to the 
second. A Supervision identity contains both a private key and a certificate, while the Supervision 
certificate is only the certificate part of the Supervision identity. When a workflow is configured 
both with a Supervision identity and a Supervision certificate, the validation of the first cancels the 
second.


• Using Supervision identities and Supervision certificates 

The use of a Supervision identity offers to supervise a device but also to allow the communication 
between the Mac and the device even if this last received a configuration profile which restricts 
the capacity to "Pair with non-Apple Configurator hosts".


The use of a Supervision certificate only offers to supervise a device. If the communication 
between the Mac and the device is prevented by the above restriction, Telepod displays the 
following alert : "The new [Device] is not allowed to pair, therefore the Mac cannot communicate 
with it. Please contact the IT support to have the restriction removed.". The workflow is then 
paused until the removal is done, at least temporarily.


In addition, the use of a Supervision identity allows that the installation of configuration profiles on 
a supervised device does not require a user interaction.


Keep in mind that for a fleet of devices managed by an MDM, the Supervision identity is 
supposed to be unique for the whole organization and shared between the MDM and Mac 
equipped with Apple Configurator and by extension Telepod. Once a device is supervised based 
on a Supervision identity, this last cannot be changed without wiping the device.
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• Implementing Supervision identities and Supervision certificates 

In the context of a workflow of type Backup, Telepod supports one Supervision identity, defined in 
the SUPERVISION Dictionary. It is used to pair the device to be backed up with the Mac running 
Telepod when pairing is prohibited by an MDM profile. If multiple Supervision identities have been 
previously used, the recommandation is to remove the restriction that prohibits the pairing.


In the context of a workflow of type Replacement, Telepod supports two Supervision identities or 
one Supervision certificate and one Supervision identity. The Supervision identity defined in the 
SUPERVISION Dictionary is used to supervise the new device and to pair it with the Mac running 
Telepod when pairing is prohibited by an MDM profile. Alternatively, the Supervision certificate 
also defined in the SUPERVISION Dictionary is used to supervise the new device only, expecting 
pairing is never restricted. The Supervision identity defined in the MIGRATION_SUPERVISION 
Dictionary is used to pair the current device with the Mac running Telepod when pairing is 
prohibited by an MDM profile. If multiple Supervision identities have been used to supervise the 
current devices, the recommandation is to remove the restriction that prohibits the pairing.


In the context of a workflow of type Setup, Telepod supports one Supervision identity or 
certificate. The Supervision identity defined in the SUPERVISION Dictionary is used to supervise 
the device and to pair it with the Mac running Telepod when pairing is prohibited by an MDM 
profile. Alternatively, the Supervision certificate also defined in the SUPERVISION Dictionary is 
used to supervise the new device only, expecting pairing is never restricted. 


• Defining the correct Supervision identities 

The challenge is to define where a Supervision identity comes from in the first place. The answer 
to this question depends on the MDM involved.


Some MDMs can forge a Supervision identity than can be exported for sharing with Apple 
Configuration hosts, but are not able to import an existing Supervision identity. In this situation, 
the Supervision identity must be exported from the MDM, declared in the SUPERVISION 
Dictionary and embedded in the Telepod Content.


Other MDMs can forge a Supervision identity but can also import an existing Supervision identity. 
In this situation, an evaluation of the situation is required, where history is critical. First focus to 
decide which Supervision identity should be used between one created in the MDM and imported 
in Apple Configurator, or another one created in Apple Configurator and imported in the MDM. 
This choice is yours and depends on how devices have been supervised to date. Once the correct 
Supervision identity is defined, it must be configured in the SUPERVISION Dictionary and 
embedded in the Telepod Content.


In the context of a workflow of type Replacement, the Supervision Identity used to supervise the 
current devices must be configured in the MIGRATION_SUPERVISION Dictionary.


Please refer to the MDM documentation to know what it offers for exporting and importing 
Supervision identities. Do not hesitate to open a support ticket with the MDM support or the 
Telepod support to get clarifications.
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• Preparing Supervision identities and Supervision certificates for Telepod 

Once a Supervision identity has been defined, it must be prepared for its usage with Telepod.


A PKCS#12 (P12) file is an archive file format for storing cryptographic objects as a single file. The 
keystore contains both the private and the public key and is protected by a password.


When exported from an MDM, the Supervision identity is expected to be provided as a PKCS#12 
(P12) file, protected by a password of your choice or provided by the MDM.


To export an existing Supervision identity from Apple Configurator :

- open Preferences > Organizations

- select the organization associated to the Supervision identity to export

- click on the More button (...) then select Export Supervision Identity

- select an output folder, the Encrypted PKCS12 format then click on Save

- enter the password of your choice, verify the password then click on OK

- the Supervision identity is exported as a PKCS#12 (P12) file protected by the chosen password.


To configure a Supervision identity, proceed with the following steps :

- move the archive file to the "Content" folder of the Telepod Content (refer to the "Telepod 
Content building" chapter for more information)

- inside a SUPERVISION or MIGRATION_SUPERVISION Dictionary, set the "IDENTITY" key to the 
name of the file

- use the script "telepod_rsa_engine" to generate an encrypted value of the file password

- use this value including the "RSA-" prefix as the value for the corresponding 
"IDENTITY_PASSWORD" key.


Alternatively, if a Supervision identity cannot be added to the Telepod Content for security 
concerns, proceed with the following steps to configure a Supervision certificate extracted from a 
Supervision identity :

- while pressing the Option key, right-click on the archive file and select Copy "archive_file.p12" 
as Pathname

- execute the script "telepod_rsa_supervision_identity_engine.sh"

- after "Paste here the copied pathname", paste the pathname to the archive file

- after "Enter the password", enter the password that protects the archive file

- open /Users/Shared

- delete the file named "privateKey.der"

- move the file named "publicCert.der" to the "Content" folder of the Telepod Content (refer to the 
"Telepod Content building" chapter for more information)

- inside a SUPERVISION Dictionary, set the "CERTIFICATE" key to the name of the file.


The Telepod Content can embed multiple Supervision identities or Supervision certificates with 
distinct file names. Then each workflow defined by the Telepod configuration file can refer to the 
same items provided by the Telepod Content.
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Table of workflow settings supported by the MDM solutions 

A workflow of type Replacement offers to trigger an unenroll or erase action for the device to be 
replaced by making an API call to the MDM in which this device is enrolled.


In the SETTINGS Dictionary :


- Action on the current device after it has been backed up :


	 Set the key to "unenroll" to trigger this action by the MDM


	 Note : The key can also be set to "erase" but the action is then managed locally as the 		
	 device to be replaced is still connected to the Mac after it has been backed up.


- Action on the current device after the new device is enrolled :


	 Set the key to "unenroll" or "erase" to trigger the desired action by the MDM


	 Note : The device to be replaced must be erased remotely as it is not connected to the 		
	 Mac after the new device is enrolled.


If "Action on the current device after it has been backed up" is set to "unenroll" or "erase", 
"Action on the current device after the new device is enrolled" is forcibly disabled because a 
device remotely unenrolled or locally erased after its backup cannot be remotely unenrolled nor 
erase afterwards.


Please refer to the following table to define if the MDM in which the replaced device is enrolled 
can be driven by an API call for the unenroll and erase actions. 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Note : After an Activation Lock has been successfully disabled, even if a limited to owner pane is 
still displayed on reboot, the Activation Lock is really gone. 

MDM Solution Unenroll action Erase action

Apple Profile Manager ❌  
No API

❌  
No API

Hexnode UEM ✓  
Device unenrolled and deleted in MDM

❌  
Wipe device action not available

Jamf Pro ✓  
Device unenrolled

✓  
Device wiped, Activation Lock cleared

Jamf School ✓  
Device unenrolled

✓  
Device wiped, Activation Lock cleared

Jamf Now ❌  
No API

❌  
No API

JumpCloud ✓  
Device unenrolled and deleted in MDM

✓  
Device wiped, Activation Lock cleared

Meraki Systems Manager ✓  
Device unenrolled

✓  
Device wiped, Activation Lock cleared

Microsoft Intune ✓  
Device unenrolled

✓  
Device wiped, Activation Lock cleared

Miradore ✓  
Device unenrolled

✓  
Device wiped

Mosyle Business ❌  
Unenroll device action not available

✓  
Device wiped

Mosyle Manager ❌  
Unenroll device action not available

✓  
Device wiped

SimpleMDM ✓  
Device unenrolled and deleted in MDM

✓  
Device wiped

VMware Workspace ONE ✓  
Device unenrolled

✓  
Device wiped
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Telepod configuration files to Custom configuration profiles conversion 




Open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder.


Open the "telepod_configs" subfolder.


Open the "configs_profiles" folder.


Execute the "configs_profiles_generator" script (right-click > Open on the .command file > Open).





If prompted to authorize the Terminal app to access files in a specific folder like your Desktop 
folder, click on "OK".
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In this example, the script has converted a Telepod configuration file in a Telepod Custom 
configuration profile ready to be deployed by the MDM (only one must be scoped to a specific 
Mac).


Do not move the generated Custom configuration profiles outside of the "output" folder. Their 
presence is required to preserve the PayloadUUID identifier when generating newer versions of 
the same Property Lists. If necessary, copy them to your targeted location.
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Telepod Content building 
All pictures (.png), files (.rtf, .txt, .csv, .mobileconfig), identities (.p12), certificates (.crt) and 
bundles (.bundle) referenced in the Telepod configuration file(s) must be embedded in the 
Telepod-Content package.


The Telepod-Content package is deployed alongside the Custom configuration profile derived 
from the Telepod configuration file, via the MDM.


Depending of the MDM used and the distribution method implemented, the signature of the 
package, even always recommended, may become a requirement. However, the notarization is 
never required.


Package signature requirement 

• Cisco Meraki Systems Manager 

No signature required.


• Hexnode UEM 

Signature required.


• Jamf Now 

Signature required.


• Jamf Pro 

This documentation plans that the Telepod-Content package is deployed via the Packages 
payload of a policy which does not require that the package is signed.


• Jamf School 

No signature required.


• JumpCloud 

No signature required.


• Microsoft Intune 

Signature required.
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• Miradore 

Signature required.


• Mosyle Business and Mosyle Manager 

No signature required unless the option "Install with Apple Protocol" is enabled in the deployment 
configuration.


• SimpleMDM 

Signature required.


• VMware Workspace ONE 

This documentation plans that the Telepod-Content package is deployed as a regular package 
with the "Full Software Management" deployment type which does not require that the package is 
signed.


Package signature options 

These are some options to sign the Telepod-Content package.


• Subscribe to an Apple Developer program, create a "Developer ID Installer" certificate and use it 
to sign the package.


• With Jamf Pro : create a certificate with the Jamf Pro's Built-in CA and use it to sign the package 
with these informations in mind :


- the certificate forged with the Jamf Pro's Built-in CA can be validated by a device only if it 
is already enrolled in Jamf Pro

- for more information, please consult this article : https://docs.jamf.com/technical-articles/
Creating_a_Signing_Certificate_Using_Jamf_Pros_Built-
in_CA_to_Use_for_Signing_Configuration_Profiles_and_Packages.html


• Open a Telepod support ticket to get the package signed by Agnosys or your integrator.
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Content gathering 




Open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder.


Open the "telepod_content" subfolder.


Open the "Content" folder.


Copy your content in the "Content" folder, alongside the "telepod_rsa_key.pri" file and the 
detection app named "Telepod-Content.app".


Project opening 




Open the "Telepod-Toolkit" folder.


Open the "telepod_content" subfolder.


Open the "Telepod-Content.pkgproj" file with the Packages app.
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The generated package will embed the "Content" folder for an installation in /Library/Application 
Support/Telepod/


Signing configuration 

Open the Keychain Access app and check that your "Developer ID Installer" certificate is installed 
in the "login" keychain.





Click on "Project" then select the "Settings" tab.
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Select Project > Set Certificate.





Select your "Developer ID Installer" certificate and click on "Choose".





A "Certificate of authenticity" badge is now visible in the upper right corner of the project window.
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Project building 




Select Build > Build.





If prompted to authorize the Packages app to access files in a specific folder like your Desktop 
folder, click on "OK".
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The Build Log must display "Build Succeeded — No issues".





During the building, if you previously set a signing certificate, you may be prompted to authorize 
Packages to access the private key of your "Developer ID Installer" certificate. Enter your 
account's password and click on "Always Allow".
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The package is built at the following path :

Telepod-Toolkit > telepod_content > build


You can now quit the Packages app. Choose to save the changes made to the project if you are 
offered to do so.
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Configuration profiles requirements 
This section details the configuration profiles required by Telepod in addition to the Telepod 
Custom configuration profile.


Privacy Preferences Policy Control 

A PPPC configuration profile must be deployed so Telepod is able to :


	 - workflow of type Backup :


	 	 - collect the size of the backup of the connected device

	 	 - collect the size of the other devices backups

	 	 - delete the backups of other devices

	 	 - collect the size of the created backup

	 	 - move the created backup from the logged in user home to the cache (*)


	 - workflow of type Replacement :


	 	 - collect the size of the backup of the current device

	 	 - collect the size of the other devices backups

	 	 - delete the backups of other devices

	 	 - delete the backup of the current device once it is replaced


	 - workflow of type Setup :


	 	 - collect the size of the backup to be restored

	 	 - collect the product type of the backup to be restored

	 	 - collect the operating system version of the backup to be restored

	 	 - move the backup to be restored from the cache to the logged in user home (**)


(*) Requirement to upload the created backup from the local cache to the distribution point.


(**) Requirement to restore a backup synched from the distribution point to the local cache.


Payload required : Privacy Preferences Policy Control


	 - Identifier Type : path


	 - Identifier : /bin/sh


	 - Code Requirement : identifier "com.apple.sh" and anchor apple


	 - Validate the Static Code Requirement : No


	 - App or Service :


	 	 - System Policy All Files : Allow 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Please find below the known issues and limitations when the configuration profile is missing.


For a workflow of type Backup :

- the sizes of the backups that cannot be collected are ignored during the storage requirement 
evaluation

- the backups of other devices cannot be deleted to make free space for the backup of the 
connected device

- the created backup cannot be uploaded to the distribution point ; the error "Preparing the 
backup of device UUID for upload to the distribution point Share failed" is visible in the log and 
reported by the webhooks.


For a workflow of type Replacement :

- the sizes of the backups that cannot be collected are ignored during the storage requirement 
evaluation

- the backups of other devices cannot be deleted to make free space for the backup of the 
current device

- the backup of the current device cannot be deleted ; the error "An error occurred while deleting 
the backup of the current device" is visible in the log and reported by the webhooks.


For a workflow of type Setup :

- a backup cannot be cached from a distribution point ; the error "Provisioning the backup UDID 
UDID in the home of the logged in user account FullName (AccountName) failed" is visible in the 
log and reported by the webhooks

- when the backup is not retrieved from the distribution point : the size, the product type and the 
operating system version of the backup to be restored are read respectively from the 
SIZE_UNIT_MB, PRODUCT_TYPE and PRODUCT_VERSION keys (refer to the Telepod Dictionary 
for more information)

- when the backup is retrieved from the distribution point : the size, the product type and the 
operating system version of the backup to be restored are read from a file embedded in the disk 
image and therefore the three keys listed above are ignored.


Background Item Management 

With macOS 13 and later, a Background Item Management configuration profile must be 
deployed so that the system does not display a notification that Telepod has installed a Login item 
that can run in the background and that can be managed in System Settings.


Payload required : Background Item Management


	 - Rule Type : Label

	 - Rule Value : com.agnosys.telepod


	 - Rule Type : Label

	 - Rule Value : com.agnosys.telepod_supervisor
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Once the configuration profile is deployed on a device running Telepod, open System Settings > 
Login Items and check that the provisioned Login Items are enabled and cannot be disabled.


If the MDM solution does not yet offer the payload "Background Item Management", you may 
deploy the signed profile titled "telepod_btm_signed.mobileconfig" provided in the subfolder 
"telepod_library" of the Telepod Toolkit.
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Provisioning Cisco Meraki SM 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-Core package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Cisco 
Meraki Systems Manager. Please refer to Cisco Meraki Systems Manager documentation for 
details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

In this example, the Mac is part of the "Paris" network and associated to the "telepod" tag.


The required macOS Agent is deployed with the following steps :

- Systems Manager > Configure > General

- Agent Version > Preferred agent version > Latest

- Save

- Systems Manager > Manage > Apps

- Add app > macOS > SM agent

- Scope > Manual > All devices

- Save Changes


The Self Service Portal is enabled with the following steps :

- Systems Manager > Configure > General

- Self Service Portal settings > Self Service Portal : Enable SSP for this network

- Portal link : Self Service Portal URL

- Save Changes


Check that the Mac is associated to the correct owner and that this owner has a password and is 
allowed to access the Self Service Portal.


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- Systems Manager > Manage > Settings

- Add profile > Upload custom Apple profile

- Profile Configuration > Upload a .mobileconfig file

- Choose File > com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- Deploy channel : Device

- Scope > Manual > with ANY of the followings tags

- Device tags : telepod

- Save
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Telepod-Content package 

The Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Systems Manager > Manage > Apps

- Add app > macOS > Custom app

- Name : Telepod-Content

- Identifier : com.agnosys.pkg.Telepod-Content

- Vendor : Agnosys

- Type : Upload to the Meraki cloud

- Select the file : Telepod-Content.pkg

- Auto-install : enabled

- Visible in SSP : disabled

- Scope > Manual > with ANY of the followings tags

- Device tags : telepod

- Save


Telepod-Core package 

The Telepod-Core package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Systems Manager > Manage > Apps

- Add app > macOS > Custom app

- Name : Telepod-Core

- Identifier : com.agnosys.pkg.Telepod-Core

- Vendor : Agnosys

- Type : Upload to the Meraki cloud

- Select the file : Telepod-Core.pkg

- Auto-install : disabled

- Visible in SSP : enabled

- Scope > Manual > with ANY of the followings tags

- Device tags : telepod

- Save


Telepod execution 

Open the Self Service Portal (see Self Service Portal URL above).


Click on "Install" under the "Telepod" item.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds after the Telepod-Core package is 
installed.
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Provisioning Hexnode UEM 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-Core package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Hexnode 
UEM. Please refer to Hexnode UEM documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

In this example, the Mac is part of a device group named "Telepod".


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is uploaded with the following steps :

- Content > Add

- Select the file : com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig > Upload

- Save





Telepod-Content package 

The Telepod-Content package is uploaded with the following steps :

- Apps > Apps > Add Apps > Enterprise App

- Select the Platform "macOS" (laptop with Apple logo)

- App Name : Telepod-Content

- Upload with : PKG/MPKG/DMG File 

- Category : Utilities

- Description : Telepod-Content

- Choose the PKG/MPKG/DMG File > Choose File > Telepod-Content.pkg > Upload

- Add
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Telepod-Core package 

The Telepod-Core package is uploaded with the following steps :

- Apps > Apps > Add Apps > Enterprise App

- Select the Platform "macOS" (laptop with Apple logo)

- App Name : Telepod-Core

- Upload with : PKG/MPKG/DMG File 

- Category : Utilities

- Description : Telepod-Core

- Choose the PKG/MPKG/DMG File > Choose File > Telepod-Core.pkg > Upload

- Add





Create an App catalog with the following steps :

- Apps > App catalogs > New :

	 - Name : Telepod

	 - Apps > Add Apps

	 - Select "Telepod-Core"

	 - Click "OK"

	 - Click "Save Catalog"
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Provisioning policies configuration 

The three components are provisioned via two policies.


Create the policy for the Custom configuration profile and the Telepod-Content package with the 
following steps :

- Policies > New Policy > New Blank Policy

- Policy Name : Telepod Resources 
- Click on the "macOS" tab

	 - Configurations > Deploy Custom Configuration

	 	 - Configure

	 	 - Choose File

	 	 - Select "com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig"

	 	 - Click "OK"

	 - App Management > Mandatory Apps

	 	 - Configure

	 	 - Add > Add App

	 	 - Select "Telepod-Content" (only)

	 	 - Click "Done"

- Click on the "Policy Targets" tab

	 	 - Device Groups > Add Device Groups

	 	 - Select "Telepod"

	 	 - Click "OK"

- Click "Save"

- In the "Associate Policy" message, click on "Yes"


The first policy is validated.


Create the policy for the Telepod-Core package with the following steps :

- Policies > New Policy > New Blank Policy

- Policy Name : Telepod Execution 
- Click on the "macOS" tab

	 - App Management > App Catalog

	 	 - Configure

	 	 - Add Catalogs

	 	 - Select "Telepod"

	 	 - Click "Done"

- Click on the "Policy Targets" tab

	 	 - Device Groups > Add Device Groups

	 	 - Select "Telepod"

	 	 - Click "OK"

- Click "Save"

- In the "Associate Policy" message, click on "Yes"


The second policy is validated.
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Telepod execution 

Open the Hexnode MDM app.


Click on "App Catalog".


Click on "Telepod-Core" then on "Get".


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds after the Telepod-Core package is 
installed.
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Provisioning Jamf Now 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-Core package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Jamf Now. 
Please refer to Jamf Now documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

In this example, the Mac is assigned to the "Paris" Blueprint.


Custom configuration profile 

In "Paris" Blueprint, the Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- Manage > Blueprints > Paris

- Custom Profiles > Add a Custom Profile

- Select the file : com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig > Add Custom Profile


Telepod-Content package 

In "Paris" Blueprint, the Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Manage > Apps > Add an App > Upload Your App

- Select the file : Telepod-Content.pkg

- App Name : Telepod-Content > Done

- Manage > Blueprints > Paris

- Apps > Edit Apps > "Telepod-Content" > check "Install Automatically"

- Save Changes


Telepod-Core package 

In "Paris" Blueprint, the Telepod-Core package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Manage > Apps > Add an App > Upload Your App

- Select the file : Telepod-Core.pkg

- App Name : Telepod-Core > Done

- Manage > Blueprints > Paris

- Apps > Edit Apps > "Telepod-Core" > check "Display in Self Service"

- Save Changes
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Telepod execution 

Open the Jamf Now Self Service.


Click on "Install" (or "Reinstall") under the "Telepod-Core" item.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds after the Telepod-Core package is 
installed.
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Provisioning Jamf Pro 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-Core package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Jamf Pro. 
Please refer to Jamf Pro documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

In this example, the Mac is part of a computer group named "Telepod".


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- Computers > Content Management > Configuration Profiles > Upload

- Choose File : com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- General

	 - Level : Computer Level

	 - Distribution Method : Install Automatically

- Scope

	 - Targets > Specific Computers

	 - Add > Computer Groups > Telepod > Add

- Save


Please note that the "Upload" button to use is the one positioned to the right of the "New" button 
in the upper right corner of the Configuration Profiles window and not the "Upload" button 
available inside an "Application & Custom Settings" payload.


Telepod-Content package 

The Telepod-Content package is defined with the following steps :

- Settings > Computer Management > Packages > New

- General

	 - Display Name : Telepod-Content

	 - Filename > Choose File : Telepod-Content.pkg

- Save


The Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Computers > Policies > New

- Options

	 - General

	 	 - Display Name : Telepod-Content Install

	 	 - Trigger : Recurring Check-in — Execution Frequency : Once per computer

	 - Packages
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	 	 - Configure > Telepod-Content.pkg > Add

- Scope

	 - Targets > Specific Computers

	 - Add > Computer Groups > Telepod > Add

- Save


Telepod-Core package 

The Telepod-Core package is defined with the following steps :

- Settings > Computer Management > Packages > New

- General

	 - Display Name : Telepod-Core

	 - Filename > Choose File : Telepod-Core.pkg

- Save


The Telepod-Core package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Computers > Policies > New

- Options

	 - General

	 	 - Display Name : Telepod-Core Install

	 	 - Trigger : none — Execution Frequency : Ongoing

	 - Packages

	 	 - Configure > Telepod-Core.pkg > Add

- Scope

	 - Targets > Specific Computers

	 - Add > Computer Groups > Telepod > Add

- Self Service

	 - Make the policy available in Self Service

	 - Self Service Display Name : Telepod

	 - Button Name Before Initiation : Execute

	 - Button Name After Initiation : Execute

- Save


Telepod execution 

Open the Jamf Pro Self Service.


Click on "Execute" under the "Telepod" item.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds after the Telepod-Core package is 
installed.
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Provisioning Jamf School 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-App package (administrative privileges required to run the embedded app).


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Jamf 
School. Please refer to Jamf School documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

In this example, the Mac is part of a device group named "Telepod" in "Paris" location.


Custom configuration profile 

In "Paris" location, the Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- Profiles > Profiles > Create Profile

- Upload Custom Profile

- Profile file (.mobileconfig) : com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- Profile name : Telepod-Custom configuration profile

- This profile will be distributed to the following device groups > + > Telepod

- By default, "Automatic installation" is selected for this scope.

- Save


Telepod-Content package 

In "Paris" location, the Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Apps > Inventory > Add App > Add In-House macOS Package

- Select "Telepod-Content.pkg"

- This app will be distributed to the following device groups > + > Telepod

- By default, "Automatic installation" is selected for this scope.

- Save


Telepod-App package 

In "Paris" location, the Telepod-App package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Apps > Inventory > Add App > Add In-House macOS Package

- Select "Telepod-App.pkg"

- This app will be distributed to the following device groups > + > Telepod

- By default, "Automatic installation" is selected for this scope.

- Save
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Telepod execution 

Open /Applications/Telepod.app.


Enter the credentials of a user with administrative privileges.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds later.
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Provisioning JumpCloud 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-App package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in JumpCloud. 
Please refer to JumpCloud documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 




Go to Device management > Device Groups and identify or create a device group (e.g. "Paris") 
that encompasses the devices that are to be installed with Telepod.


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- Device Management > Policy Management

- "+" button > Mac > MDM Custom Configuration Profile > configure

- Select the "Details" tab :

	 - Policy Name : Telepod-Custom configuration profile

	 - Settings > upload file : com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- Select the "Device Groups" tab then select the "Paris" device group

- Save


Telepod-Content package 

First store the Telepod-Content package on a Web server and identify the download URL.


The Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Device Management > Software Management

- Apple > "+" button
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- Select the "Details" tab :

	 - Software Description : Telepod-Content

	 - Software Package URL : public URL to the package

	 - Validate

- Select the "Device Groups" tab then select the "Paris" device group

- Save


If you replace the package on the Web server, delete the configuration and start it over.


Telepod-App package 

First store the Telepod-App package on a Web server and identify the download URL.


The Telepod-App package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Device Management > Software Management

- Apple > "+" button

- Select the "Details" tab :

	 - Software Description : Telepod-App

	 - Software Package URL : public URL to the package

	 - Validate

- Select the "Device Groups" tab then select the "Paris" device group

- Save


If you replace the package on the Web server, delete the configuration and start it over.


Telepod execution 

Open /Applications/Telepod.app.


Enter the credentials of a user with administrative privileges.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds later.
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Provisioning Microsoft Intune 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-App package (administrative privileges required to run the embedded app).


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Microsoft 
Intune. Please refer to Microsoft Intune documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

The scope of the components installation is here all devices.


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- Devices > macOS > Configuration profiles > Create profile

- Profile type : Templates

- Select "Custom" > Create

- Basics

	 - Name : Telepod-Custom configuration profile

- Configuration settings

	 - Custom configuration profile name : Telepod-Custom configuration profile

	 - Deployment channel : Device channel

	 - Select a configuration profile file :

	 com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- Assignments

	 - Included groups : Add all devices

- Review + create

	 - Create


Telepod-Content package 

The Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Apps > macOS > Add

- App type : Line-of-business app > Select
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- App information

	 - Select file > Select app package file

	 - App package file > Select a file > Telepod-Content.pkg > OK

	 - Publisher : Agnosys

	 - Ignore app version : No 

- Detection method table :

	 	 - App bundle ID : com.agnosys.Telepod-Content

	 	 - Build number : keep current value (e.g. 1.0)

- Assignments

	 - Required : Add all devices

- Review + create

	 - Create


Telepod-App package 

The Telepod-App package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Apps > macOS > Add

- App type : Line-of-business app > Select
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- App information

	 - Select file > Select app package file

	 - App package file > Select a file > Telepod-App.pkg > OK

	 - Publisher : Agnosys

	 - Minimum operating system : macOS Catalina 10.15

	 - Ignore app version : No 

- Detection method table :

	 	 - App bundle ID : com.agnosys.Telepod-App 

- Warning : Keep only this App bundle ID if others have been automatically added.

	 	 - Build number : keep current value (e.g. 1.12)

- Assignments

	 - Required : Add all devices

- Review + create

	 - Create
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Telepod execution 

Open /Applications/Telepod.app.


Enter the credentials of a user with administrative privileges.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds later.
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Provisioning Miradore 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-App package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Miradore. 
Please refer to Miradore documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

The scope of the components installation is here all devices.


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is defined with the following steps :

- Management > Configuration profiles > Add

- macOS > Advanced (custom)

- Browse > com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- Name : Telepod-Custom configuration profile > Create


Telepod-Content package 

The Telepod-Content package is defined with the following steps :

- Management > Applications > Applications tab > Add

- macOS application > PKG (Uploaded)

- File > Select file > Telepod-Content.pkg

- Application name : Telepod-Content

- Bundle identifier : com.agnosys.pkg.Telepod-Content

- Version : 1.0

- Create


Telepod-App package 

The Telepod-App package is defined with the following steps :

- Management > Applications > Applications tab > Add

- macOS application > PKG (Uploaded)

- File > Select file > EasyLAPS-Core.pkg

- Application name : EasyLAPS-Core

- Bundle identifier : com.agnosys.pkg.Telepod-App

- Version : the version imported (e.g. 1.12)

- Create
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Provisioning policy configuration 

The three components can be provisioned via a unique Business policy with the following steps :

- Management > Business policies > Add

- Apply to all devices

- Name : Telepod

- Double-click on the Business policy

- Add > Application > Check Telepod-App and Telepod-Content > Add

- Add > Configuration profile > Check Telepod-Custom configuration profile > Add

- Click on the Items tab and check the Business policy content

- Click on "Enable"


Telepod execution 

Open /Applications/Telepod.app.


Enter the credentials of a user with administrative privileges.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds later.
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Provisioning Mosyle Business 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-Core package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Mosyle 
Business. Please refer to Mosyle Business documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

In this example, the devices are part of a device group named "Paris".


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- Management > macOS

- Management Profiles > Certificates / Custom Profiles > Add new profile

- Profile Name : Telepod-Custom configuration profile

- Select the file > com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- Profile Assignment > Add Assignment > Device Enrollment > Devices from specific Device 
Groups > Paris > Tick

- Save


Telepod-Content package 

Mosyle FUSE offers to host packages in Mosyle's CDN. With Mosyle Business Premium, the 
Telepod-Content package must be hosted on your own Web server.


The Telepod-Content package is defined with the following steps :

- Management > macOS

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > PKGs > Add new package

- Click on "Already have a .pkg"

- Select "A) Automatically set App info" then click on "Next"

- Mosyle FUSE :

	 - Click on "Upload or Select File from CDN"

	 - Upload > Choose a file > Telepod-Content.pkg

	 - Public URL : the public URL is automatically defined

	 - Click on "Add enterprise app"

- Mosyle Business Premium :

	 - Public URL : enter the public URL to the package

	 - Click on "Add enterprise app"

- Only if the Telepod-Content package is signed :

	 - Management Profiles > Install PKG > PKGs > Telepod-Content

	 - Enable "This app is Signed"

	 - Save
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The Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Management > macOS

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > Profiles > Add new profile

- Name : Telepod-Content

- Add application > Enterprise Apps > Telepod-Content > Tick

- Only if the Telepod-Content package is signed : enable "Install with Apple Protocol"

- Self-Service Apps > Do not show the apps in Self-Service

- Profile Assignment > Add Assignment > Device Enrollment > Devices from specific Device 
Groups > Paris > Tick

- Save


Telepod-Core package 

Mosyle FUSE offers to host packages in Mosyle's CDN. With Mosyle Business Premium, the 
Telepod-Core package must be hosted on your own Web server.


The Telepod-Core package is defined with the following steps :

- Management > macOS

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > PKGs > Add new package

- Click on "Already have a .pkg"

- Select "A) Automatically set App info" then click on "Next"

- Mosyle FUSE :

	 - Click on "Upload or Select File from CDN"

	 - Upload > Choose a file > Telepod-Core.pkg

	 - Public URL : the public URL is automatically defined

	 - Click on "Add enterprise app"

- Mosyle Business Premium :

	 - Public URL : enter the public URL to the package

	 - Click on "Add enterprise app"

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > PKGs > Telepod-Core

- Enable "This app is Signed"

- Save


The Telepod-Core package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Management > macOS

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > Profiles > Add new profile

- Name : Telepod-Core

- Add application > Enterprise Apps > Telepod-Core > Tick

- Enable "Install with Apple Protocol"

- Disable "Install all apps after saving the profile"

- Self-Service Apps > Show the apps in Self-Service

- Profile Assignment > Add Assignment > Device Enrollment > Devices from specific Device 
Groups > Paris > Tick

- Save
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Telepod execution 

Open the Mosyle Business Self Service.


Click on "Your Apps".


Click on "Install Now" under the "Telepod-Core" item.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds after the Telepod-Core package is 
installed.
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Provisioning Mosyle Manager 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-Core package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in Mosyle 
Manager. Please refer to Mosyle Manager documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

In this example, the devices are part of a device group named "Paris".


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- macOS > Management

- Management Profiles > Certificates / Custom Profiles > Add new profile

- Profile Name : Telepod-Custom configuration profile

- Select the file > com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- Profile Assignment > Select specific users or devices

- Select the users and devices > Assign to Device Groups > Select > Paris > Tick

- Save


Telepod-Content package 

The Telepod-Content package is hosted on a Web server.


The Telepod-Content package is defined with the following steps :

- macOS > Management

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > PKGs > Add new package

- Click on "Already have a .pkg"

- Select "A) Automatically set App info" then click on "Next"

- Public URL : enter the public URL to the package

- Click on "Add enterprise app"

- Only if the Telepod-Content package is signed :

	 - Management Profiles > Install PKG > PKGs > Telepod-Content

	 - Enable "This app is Signed"

	 - Save


The Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- macOS > Management

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > Profiles > Add new profile

- Name : Telepod-Content

- Add application > Enterprise Apps > Telepod-Content > Tick

- Only if the Telepod-Content package is signed : enable "Install with Apple Protocol"
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- Self-Service Apps > Do not show the apps in Self-Service

- Profile Assignment > Select specific users or devices

- Select the users and devices > Assign to Device Groups > Select > Paris > Tick

- Save


Telepod-Core package 

The Telepod-Core package is hosted on a Web server.


The Telepod-Core package is defined with the following steps :

- macOS > Management

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > PKGs > Add new package

- Click on "Already have a .pkg"

- Select "A) Automatically set App info" then click on "Next"

- Public URL : enter the public URL to the package

- Click on "Add enterprise app"

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > PKGs > Telepod-Core

- Enable "This app is Signed"

- Save


The Telepod-Core package is provisioned with the following steps :

- macOS > Management

- Management Profiles > Install PKG > Profiles > Add new profile

- Name : Telepod-Core

- Add application > Enterprise Apps > Telepod-Core > Tick

- Enable "Install with Apple Protocol"

- Disable "Install all apps after saving the profile"

- Self-Service Apps > Show the apps in Self-Service

- Profile Assignment > Select specific users or devices

- Select the users and devices > Assign to Device Groups > Select > Paris > Tick

- Save


Telepod execution 

Open the Mosyle Manager Self Service.


Click on "Your Apps".


Click on "Install" under the "Telepod-Core" item.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds after the Telepod-Core package is 
installed.
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Provisioning SimpleMDM 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-Core package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in SimpleMDM. 
Please refer to SimpleMDM documentation for details not specific to Telepod.


General configuration 

In this example, the Mac is part of a device group named "Paris".


First enable Munki Integration to provide a Self Service with the following steps :

- Apps & Media > Munki > Info > Enable Munki Integration

- Confirm the Integration.


Custom configuration profile 

The Custom configuration profile is provisioned with the following steps :

- Configs > Profiles > Create Profile > Custom Configuration Profile

- Name : Telepod-Custom configuration profile

- Mobileconfig > Choose File > com.agnosys.config.config_1.Telepod.mobileconfig

- Enable "For macOS devices, deploy as a device profile instead of a user profile"

- In the Scope section, check only the OS "macOS"

- Save

- Devices > Groups > Paris > Profiles > Assign Profile

- Telepod-Custom configuration profile > Assign


Telepod-Content package 

The Telepod-Content package is defined with the following steps :

- Apps & Media > Catalog > Apps > Add App > Custom App

- Select the file : Telepod-Content.pkg > Done


The Telepod-Content package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Apps & Media > Assignment

- Create Assignment Group

	 - Name : Telepod-Content

	 - Type : Munki

	 - Install type : Managed

	 - Save

- Telepod-Content

	 - Search for an app or media to add > Telepod-Content.pkg

	 - Search for a group or device to add > Paris
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Telepod-Core package 

The Telepod-Core package is defined with the following steps :

- Apps & Media > Catalog > Apps > Add App > Custom App

- Select the file : Telepod-Core.pkg > Done

- Catalog > Telepod-Core > Munki

- Enable "Use custom Pkginfo"

- Insert inside the main dictionary the two following lines in bold :


<plist version="1.0">
  <dict>
    <key>OnDemand</key>
    <true/>
    [...]

The Telepod-Core package is provisioned with the following steps :

- Apps & Media > Assignment

- Create Assignment Group

	 - Name : Telepod-Core

	 - Type : Munki

	 - Install type : Self serve

	 - Save

- Telepod-Core

	 - Search for an app or media to add > Telepod-Core.pkg

	 - Search for a group or device to add > Paris


Telepod execution 

Open the Managed Software Center.


Click on "Software".


Click on "Install" under the "Telepod-Core" item.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds after the Telepod-Core package is 
installed.
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Provisioning VMware Workspace ONE 
Three components must be deployed on the Mac to run Telepod :

- a Custom configuration profile

- a Telepod-Content package

- the Telepod-Core package.


This section depicts the key points for the provisioning of these three components in VMware 
Workspace ONE. Please refer to VMware Workspace ONE documentation for details not specific 
to Telepod.


General configuration 

The scope of the components installation is here all devices.


Custom configuration profile 

Open the VMware Workspace ONE console.


Go to Resources > Profiles & Baselines > Profiles.


Click on "Add" > "Upload Profile".


Select the platform "macOS" then click on "Upload".


Click on "Choose File", select the Custom configuration profile, click on "Upload" then click on 
"Save".





Click on "Continue".
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Click in the "Smart Groups" field to add the Organization Group that encompasses the devices 
that are to be prepared with Telepod. Click on "Save and Publish".


In the View Device Assignment pane, click on "Publish".





Refresh the page and check that the Custom configuration profile is published and assigned.


Telepod-Content package 

Open /Applications/Workspace ONE Admin Assistant.


Drag and drop Telepod-Content.pkg in the main window.
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Once the parsing is completed, click on "Reveal in Finder".




Identify the package and its associated property list file that are both going to be uploaded.


Open the VMware Workspace ONE console.


Go to Resources > Apps > Native.
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Click on "Add" > "Application File".





Select the Organization Group that encompasses the devices that must run Telepod.


Click on "Upload" and upload Telepod-Content.pkg (Type : Local File).


Click on "Continue".





Select "Full Software Management".


Click on "Upload" and upload the associated property list file.


Click on "Continue".


In the Settings pane, click on "Save & Assign".
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Complete the assignment form :

- Name : Telepod-Content

- Assignment Groups : select the Organization Group that encompasses the devices that must run 
Telepod

- App Delivery Method : Auto

- Display in App Catalog : disabled.


Click on "Create".


In the Assignment pane, click on "Save".


In the Preview Assigned Devices pane, click on "Publish".





Go to Resources > Apps > Native and check that the application is published and assigned.


Telepod-Core package 

Reproduce the first same steps as for the Telepod-Content package until the assignment form :

- use Workspace ONE Admin Assistant to parse the Telepod-Core package

- add the Telepod-Core package as a native application

- deploy the application to the same devices using "Full Software Management".
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Complete the assignment form :

- Name : Telepod-Core

- Assignment Groups : select the Organization Group that encompasses the devices that must run 
Telepod

- App Delivery Method : On Demand

- Display in App Catalog : enabled.


Click on "Create".


In the Assignment pane, click on "Save".


In the Preview Assigned Devices pane, click on "Publish".





Go to Resources > Apps > Native and check that the application is published and assigned.


Telepod execution 

Open the App Catalog.


Click on "Install" next to the "Telepod-Core" item.


The Telepod assistant opens automatically a few seconds after the Telepod-Core package is 
installed.
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Localizing Telepod 

Telepod offers two methods to localize the strings displayed during a workflow, a basic one to 
quickly localize a couple of key strings in the configuration files and an advanced one to fully 
localize all strings.


Localization of the configuration files for one language 

Once the Telepod configuration file is built with the main settings and the workflows, localize the 
strings in the DEPNOTIFY and INTEGRATIONS sections.


As indicated in the Telepod Dictionary, use \r to create a new line and \r\r to create a blank line.


Take care of the variables used. Variables must be written exactly as indicated in the 
placeholders, keeping the starting and leading columns ( : ) otherwise their substitutions by 
expected values will fail.


The strings in the EXTRA_INPUT_MENUS offer localizable texts :

- for each menu : MENU_TITLE, BUBBLE_TITLE, BUBBLE_TEXT

- for each menu item : VALUE_DISPLAYED, VALUE_STORED.


Localization of the configuration files for multiple languages 

The following keys can be localized for multiple languages :

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TITLE_WELCOME

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TEXT_WELCOME

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TITLE_INTRO

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TEXT_INTRO

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TITLE_SETTINGS

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TEXT_SETTINGS

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TITLE_EULA

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TEXT_EULA

- DEPNOTIFY_BUTTON_LABEL_EULA

- DEPNOTIFY_TITLE_EULA_FORM

- DEPNOTIFY_SUBTITLE_EULA_FORM

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TITLE_LANDING

- DEPNOTIFY_MAIN_TEXT_LANDING


1. Identify the language codes to use in the configuration file(s) :


	 - in the Language & Region System Setting (Preference), set the Preferred languages


	 - open a Terminal Window


	 - type the following command :


	 	 defaults read .GlobalPreferences.plist AppleLanguages
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	 - read the output for a user which preferred languages are French then English :


(
    "fr-FR",
    "en-FR"

)

2. Convert the Strings to Dictionaries and add one entry for each language supported.





For each entry of the Dictionary, the key name is one of the codes identified at step 1, the key 
type is a string and the key value is the text to display.


When Telepod is executed, the previous command is used to define the preferred languages, read 
from top to bottom. Each time a translation is supported, a localizable string is searched 
according to the order of the preferred languages. If no string is available in the preferred 
languages, the fallback is firstly the string in English (en), secondly the first string found in the 
Dictionary, and thirdly the built-in string in English.


Advanced localization 

Once familiar with the basic localization, you can go with the advanced localization. This 
localization is based on building a custom PO file from a template POT file.


The localization is aimed firstly to translate the built-in strings of Telepod in English to another 
language, but can also be diverted to just customize those strings in English.


The POT file is provided in the telepod_library subfolder of the Telepod Toolkit folder. An example 
of a PO file for French language is available at the same place.


To create a new PO file for your language with the POedit application, please follow these steps.


1. Download Poedit : https://poedit.net/download


2. Open Poedit


3. File > New From POT/PO File...


4. Select Telepod Toolkit > telepod_library > telepod.pot > Open


5. Language of the translation > select the targeted language (e.g. "French")
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6. Translate offered strings


In the translations, use \n to create a new line and \n\n to create a blank line. Poedit 
automatically manages the \n when inserting a carriage return.


Take care of the variables used. Variables must be written exactly as indicated in the 
placeholders, keeping the starting and leading columns ( : ) otherwise their substitutions by 
expected values will fail.


If a translation is blank in the PO file, the fallback is the built-in string in English.


To display an image instead of a DEPNotify "MainText", enter for the translation 
"MainTextImage:" followed by the name of the picture in the Telepod Content (e.g. 
"MainTextImage:welcome_picture.png).


7. Identify the language code to use in the PO filename :


	 - in the Language & Region System Setting (Preference), set the Preferred languages


	 - open a Terminal Window


	 - type the following command :


	 	 defaults read .GlobalPreferences.plist AppleLanguages

	 - read the output for a user which preferred languages are French then English :


(
    "fr-FR",
    "en-FR"

)

8. File > Save > Save As : name the file "telepod_languagecode.po" (e.g. "telepod_fr.po")


9. Add the PO file to the Telepod Content (MO files are not supported, see POedit Preferences to 
stop their compilation)


10. To update an existing PO file with the strings of an updated telepod.pot file : Translation > 
Update from POT File


When Telepod is executed, the previous command is used to define which PO file must be 
invoked. The languages are read from top to bottom. As a PO file matches the language read, it is 
cached for the length of the workflow and the evaluation stops. If the language read is English and 
no PO file is available for English, the built-in strings in English are displayed. 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Updating Telepod 
To safely update your Telepod implementation with the latest version of the product, please follow 
these instructions carefully.


The components to be updated are respectively :

- Telepod Toolkit

- Telepod configuration file(s)

- Custom configuration profile(s)

- Telepod Content package

- Telepod Core package (Setup and AutoSetup modes).


Telepod Toolkit 

First of all, backup your current Telepod-Toolkit folder. It contains ressources that must be 
preserved during the update.


1. Rename your current Telepod-Toolkit folder, adding a suffix like "_previous"


2. Download and install the updated version of Telepod Toolkit


3. Place the updated Telepod-Toolkit folder next to the previous Telepod-Toolkit folder


4. Copy from the previous folder the .plist files stored in telepod_configs > configs_plists to the 
updated folder in telepod_configs > configs_plists


5. Copy from the previous folder the folder telepod_configs > configs_profiles > output to the 
updated folder in telepod_configs > configs_profiles (.mobileconfig files included)


6. Copy from the previous folder the content of the folder telepod_content > Content except 
Telepod-Content.app to the updated folder in telepod_content > Content (telepod_rsa_key.pri 
and other resources included)


7. Copy from the previous folder the following 2 files stored in telepod_secrets to the updated 
folder in telepod_secrets :


	 - telepod_rsa_key.pri

	 - telepod_rsa_key.pub


To summarize, the figure below shows the copied resources with green dots.
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Telepod configuration file(s) 

Open the updated Telepod Dictionary alongside the updated config_1.plist file and complete your 
current .plist file(s) to implement as desired new capacities of Telepod.


Custom configuration profile(s) 

1. Refer to this documentation to convert your updated Telepod configuration file(s) to Custom 
configuration profile(s). This one / these ones will reuse the same Identifier(s) as the previous 
Custom configuration profiles, thanks to the output folder copied at the expected location.


2. Refer to this documentation and the MDM documentation to distribute the new Custom 
configuration profile(s) generated.
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Telepod Content package 

As the private key contained in the file "telepod_rsa_key.pri" is static and if you didn't update the 
other resources, no action is necessary.


If you implemented an advanced localization, you may have to revise your PO files after importing 
the updated POT file provided. Otherwise, built-in strings in English may be unexpectedly 
displayed.


If you updated the other resources :

- refer to this documentation to build an updated Telepod-Content package

- refer to this documentation and the MDM documentation to deploy the updated package.


Telepod Core package 

1. Download the updated version of Telepod Core.


2. Refer to this documentation and the MDM documentation to deploy the updated package.
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Troubleshooting 
When using the commands described below, pay attention to use "straight" double quotes and 
not "curly" double quotes often generated automatically by word processing applications.


Enable the logging manually 

Open the Terminal utility located in /Applications/Utilities.


Two level of logging can be enabled, depending of the debug flag created.


To enable a standard logging, type :

sudo touch "/Library/Application Support/Telepod/debug"


To enable a verbose logging, type :

sudo touch "/Library/Application Support/Telepod/debugverbose"


Enter your password.


Logs are written in /private/var/log.


Warning : Do not forget to delete the Telepod logs once the log analysis is completed.


Enable the logging with Custom configuration profile 

Two level of logging can be enabled, depending of the value entered for the DEBUGMODE.


To enable a standard logging, set the DEBUGMODE key to "debug".


To enable a verbose logging, set the DEBUGMODE key to "debugverbose".


Logs are written in /private/var/log.


Warning : Do not forget to delete the Telepod logs once the log analysis is completed.


Note that this setting is ignored if the logging has been already enabled by the manual creation of 
a debug flag. 


Display the logs from the Console utility 

Open the Console utility located in /Applications/Utilities.


Select Reports > Log Reports > a log file whose name begins with "Telepod-"
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Display the logs from the Terminal utility 

Select Finder > Go > Go to Folder > /private/var/log


Open the Terminal utility located in /Applications/Utilities.


Type : sudo cat

Type a space then drag and drop a log file whose name begins with "Telepod-"


Enter your password.


In the context of a request for support, please attach a verbose log to your message.


Solve a non-reinstallation issue 

This section only applies if the management solution is Microsoft Intune.


To help the MDM determine that the Telepod-Core package and/or the Telepod-Content package 
have been successfully installed so these last are not reinstalled in loop at each sync, Telepod 
manages two hidden detection apps :

- /Applications/Telepod-Core.app

- /Applications/Telepod-Content.app.


The side effect of the presence of the Telepod-Content.app is that the MDM will persist to think 
the package is installed even after the Telepod main folder has been removed, which prevents a 
reinstallation.


To solve this issue, open the Terminal utility located in /Applications/Utilities, type the following 
command and enter your password when prompted.


sudo rm -Rf /Applications/Telepod-Content.app

Then trigger an MDM sync to reinstall the Telepod-Content package.


Terminate the execution of a running workflow 

To terminate the execution of a running workflow :

- open a Terminal Window as an administrator account

- type the following commands :

	 


sudo launchctl bootout system/com.agnosys.telepod_supervisor
	 sudo launchctl bootout system/com.agnosys.telepod

Alternatives to terminate the execution of a running workflow :

- log out and leave the Mac 20 seconds on the login window

- restart or shutdown the Mac.
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Reset the backup password of a device 

Encrypted backups can include information that unencrypted backups don't like saved 
passwords, Wi-Fi settings, Website history, Health data or Call history. Encrypted backups don't 
include Face ID, Touch ID, or device passcode data


The password used to encrypt a backup made locally on a computer is most of the time defined 
when the device is backed up with the Finder or iTunes. The password is stored on the device and 
is not dependant of the computer used to set it up. A Mac may have a copy of it in the Login 
Keychain of the user who defined it, although if is not mandatory.


Forgetting this password does not prevent to backup the device. It prevents the backup to be 
restored on the same device or another device, making it unusable.


If the device is running iOS 11 or later, when this password is lost, it can be reset on the device 
itself. Go to Settings > General > Transfer or Reset [Device] > Reset > Reset All Settings. This 
won't affect the user data or passwords, but it will reset settings like display brightness, Home 
Screen layout, and wallpaper.


Then, a Telepod workflow of type Backup can set up a new backup password, either read from 
the configuration file or entered interactively. Please refer to the Telepod Dictionary to know how 
to use the BACKUP_PASSWORD key for both scenarios.


Device identification 

Telepod tries to convert the device type to the device model based on the following project :

https://gist.githubusercontent.com/adamawolf/3048717/raw


Telepod tries to display the Apple picture of the device based on the genuine 
MobileDevices[...].bundle files which are searched by default in /System/Library/Templates/Data/
System/Library/CoreServices/CoreTypes.bundle/Contents/Library with a fallback to /System/
Library/CoreServices/CoreTypes.bundle/Contents/Library. 
 
To extend the pictures available on a Mac host which may not run the latest version of macOS :

- embed the most recent versions of these bundles in the Telepod Content 
- set the MOBILEDEVICES_BUNDLES key to the full path of their location (e.g. /Library/
Application Support/Telepod/Content).


If the device model or the device picture is not displayed correctly, please send a message to 
telepod.support@agnosys.fr with these informations :

- device type displayed (e.g. iPad13,19) instead of expected device name (e.g. iPad 10th Gen)

- device color or finish (e.g. Space Gray)

- network connectivity (e.g. Wi-Fi or Wi-Fi + Cellular).
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Required Software Update 



This message appears when macOS must download and install an update for the Mac to 
communicate with the connected device. Without the required update, Telepod cannot detect the 
connected device and considers that no device is connected.


The software to be installed updates macOS and does not change the Operating System version 
of the conneted device. Once the update is installed, the communication between the Mac and 
the device can be established and the Telepod workflow can proceed.
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Support 
Paid support included in Telepod offers 

Send your support request to telepod.support@agnosys.fr


Support is delivered by email in English and French.


Support is opened Monday to Friday 10:00-17:00 Time Zone Europe/Paris.


The first callback is targeted to be done within 4 hours after the reception of the support request.


Free community support 

Join our Slack channel at https://macadmins.slack.com/archives/C03V4MQRRV0


The free support is offered as time permits for basic cases, bug report studies and feature request 
discussions.


The community is encouraged to help the other adopters and share its findings.


Telepod announcements and public release notes, which are a summary of the release notes, are 
published in the Slack channel.


Release notes 

The release notes are available in the Dropbox folder where the software is available for 
download. They contain a detailed log of the changes introduced with the different released 
versions and the one in development.
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